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Picketer Arrested for Public Indecency Explains Stand against Circumcision

Picketer Arrested Public Indecency Explains Stand Circumcision
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Tallahassee, FL, United States (4E) - A man dressed in white with a blood stain painted on his groin was
arrested yesterday, interrupting his tour to protest the practice of circumcision. The group he leads claims he
was taken into custody because a passerby said he was exposing his genitals in public. Bloodstained Men
is touring the Bible Belt picketing on crowded street corners to put an end to a practice it says is harmful,
cruel and should be illegal under the 14th amendment.

Brother K wants attention and is dressed for the part. "Take a picture! Take a picture," he yelled to his
similarly clad companions yesterday as he was being handcuffed in Tuscaloosa.

They were in Tallahassee on a busy block by Florida's capitol complex the day before. "We protested in
Denver last summer. We protested in San Diego at a Doctors' Convention last month. We're gonna be in
Texas in March" … "it's all on our website, Bloodstainedmen.org" explained Brother K Saturday in an
interview with 4E correspondent, James Carvin.

"The 14th Amendment says that the law has to be applied equally; that you cannot have a law that favors
one class of people. Right now we have a Female Genital Mutilation Law (Federal) that favors women. They
are protected from birth against any form of genital surgery; even just a pin-prick of blood. Under the 14th
Amendment, boys should be - and actually, are; entitled to that same respect of their body that girls are."

Carvin was led to Brother K by fellow picketer David Atkinson who explained, "The 14th Amendment
requires equal protection under the law. Female Genital Mutilation is illegal in the United States up until the
age of 18. Outlawing male circumcision is a matter of equal rights."

Brother K pointed out, "intent alone to circumcise your daughter outside the United States is a felony." He
hopes to see the practice end globally as with FGM.

Doing so will require a head to head clash with three major religions and a battle in the USA over 1st
Amendment rights. Both Judaism and Islam practice circumcision. Although the Qur'an does not require it
as the Torah does, some Hadith's call it a "fitra" (ideal). Christians have mixed views on adherence to Old
Covenant law. Most do not feel obligated but circumcise young boys for medical reasons.

Brother K was graphic in debunking what he believes are medical myths about the health of circumcision.

"Circumcision is a devastating wound, both physically, psychologically, and spiritually to any human being,
and it's the same with girl circumcisions. There are several extraordinarily destructive effects of
circumcision. Perhaps, if I had to pick the one, at the top of the list, the glans penis by nature is covered with
a foreskin whose interior lining is a mucous membrane, like the inside lining of your eyeball, or like the
inside lining of your mouth. Imagine that your tongue had to live outside your mouth all your life."

For a complete copy of the video interview, contact 4E. Brother K is the CoDirector of BloodStained Men, a
501(c)3 tax exempt nonprofit located in Davis, CA.
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